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\\'BEREAS, existing state lav.." outlines the Reproducti1;e Prirncy Act,. which declares that 
eYeryone has a fundamental right to privacy, which includes the right to contraception and 

abortion up to the point of \-iability, unless carrying to term poses a risk to the health of the 
pregnant person; and 

\\'HEREAS, the California Supreme Court has interpreted the right to prii;acy in the state 

constitution to co.-er a right to abortion:; and 

\\'HEREAS, Proposition 1 would amend the California Constitution to establish a right to 

reproducti.-e freedom, which is def med to include a right to an abortion and to choose or refuse 

contraceptives; and 

\'\'"BEREAS, starting in 2022, abortion was legal up to the point of viability and legal after 

.-iability only if the patient's life or health is endangered~ and 

\\'HEREAS, viability is currently defined as the point in gestation \vhen a fetus can survive 

outside the womb; and 

WHEREAS, currently no state has codified a woman's right to choose to haYe an abortion or 

has declared that individuals ha.-e a fundamental right to use or refuse contracepfr;;es; and 

\\'HEREASt since the Supreme Court decision Dobbs vs Jackson's Women Health 
Organization, the Los Angeles City Council has led in effons to protect the reproductive rights of 

,...-omen and has introduced various motions to make sure ·women in Los Angeles and across the 

nation continue to have access to reprbducti,-e rights~ and 

\VHEREAS, Los Angeles has been at the forefront of reproductive rights support, both at the 
City and the State le,-et and 

~O\Y, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, \Yith the concw-rence of the Mayor, that by 
adoption of this Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 202?-2023 State 

Legislative Program SUPPORT for Proposition 1, \'\:h.ich 'vould amend the California 
Constitution to establish a right to reproductive freedom, including a right t.o abortion, among 
other protections. 
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